Continuum
The Art of Being Fluid
Enrich your experience of self and nourish the life within

with Linda Rabin 2020
29th - 31st of May 2020
in Klosterneuburg / Vienna

We are living biological organisms, primarily fluid systems, creative processes, bodies that ARE movement.
The nature of movement is change, and like water, we are adaptable, able to shift and change to meet the
needs of the moment.
Enjoy the interplay of breath, sound, and fluid movement, the benefits of slowing down, and the gift of
attending to felt sensation. With curiosity and a process of inquiry, experience how novel creative explorations
can ignite your being.
Linda Rabin brings to her teaching 50 years of experience in dance and somatic education. A Canadian
dance pioneer, certified Body-Mind Centering® practitioner, and teacher of Continuum, Linda teaches in her
native Montreal, in Canada, and Europe. While she draws upon her background in dance, theatre, Body-Mind
Centering® and other somatic studies, Continuum dwells at the heart of her practice today. She shares her life
passion with people from all walks of life: movement both as art and healing, as a way of life knowledge and
spiritual practice. For full bio: http://lindarabin.com/bio/
The workshop is suitable for people with previous Continuum experience.
Language: the seminar will be in English.
When: 29 - 31 of May 2020.
The seminar starts on Friday 29th of May at 9:30 am.
Seminar times are Friday to Sunday from 9:30 am until 5 pm.
Where: 3400 Klosterneuburg, Buchkammerl 11 (next to Vienna)

The seminar place

Costs: € 320,(Please pay the seminar fee when you receive the registration form, there are changes regarding the form of
payment).
Registration:
Kitty Karner-Lauber:
Tel: 0043 (0)664 510 2210
Mail: k.karnerlauber@gmail.com
If you want to register for the seminar or have any questions, please contact us. We will send you a
registration form and detailed information.
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